Progressive biogeochemical transformation of placer gold particles drives compositional changes in associated biofilm communities
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Abstract

Biofilms on placer gold (Au)-particle surfaces drive Au solubilization and re-concentration thereby progressively transforming the particles. Gold solubilization induces Au-toxicity; however, Au-detoxifying community members ameliorates Au-toxicity by precipitating soluble Au to metallic Au. We hypothesize that Au-dissolution and re-concentration (precipitation) places selective pressures on associated microbial communities, leading to compositional changes and subsequent Au-particle transformation. We analyzed Au-particles from eight United Kingdom sites using next generation sequencing, electron microscopy and micro-analyses. Gold particles contained biofilms composed of prokaryotic cells and extracellular polymeric substances intermixed with (bio)minerals. Across all sites communities were dominated by Proteobacteria (689, 97% Operational Taxonomic Units, 59.3% of total reads), with β-Proteobacteria being the most abundant. A wide range of Au-morphotypes including nanoparticles, micro-crystals, sheet-like Au and secondary rims, indicated that dissolution and re-precipitation occurred, and from this transformation indices were calculated. Multivariate statistical analyses showed a significant relationship between the extent of Au-particle transformation and biofilm community composition, with putative metal-resistant Au-cycling taxa linked to progressive Au transformation. These included the genera Pseudomonas, Leptothrix and Acinetobacter. Additionally, putative exoelectrogenic genera Rhodoferax and Geobacter were highly abundant. In conclusion, biogeochemical Au-cycling and Au-particle transformation occurred at all sites and exerted a strong influence on biofilm community composition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Gold (Au) biogeochemical cycling involves Au solubilization and re-concentration/precipitation processes which contribute to the transformation of placer Au-particles (commonly known as Au grains and nuggets). These processes are mediated, in part, by biofilms occurring on the surface of Au-particles (Southam et al. 2009; Reith et al. 2013). It has been demonstrated that Au solubilization can occur in the presence of reactive Mn-oxide minerals such as birnessite. This mineral, in the presence of a Au-complexing ligand, is capable of oxidizing Au(0) and Au(I) to Au(III) complexes (Ta et al. 2014, 2015). Many microbes produce Au-complexing ligands, e.g., organic acids, thiosulfate and cyanide, that stabilize Au in solution (Reith et al. 2007; Fairbrother et al. 2009; Shuster et al. 2014). These Au(I/III) complexes are highly cytotoxic as they exert oxidative stress in a similar manner as Ag(I)- and Hg(II)-compounds (Nies 1999). Some bacteria, from biofilms on placer Au particle surfaces, have developed biochemical responses to cope with Au toxicity by reducing Au(I/III) complexes resulting in the formation of Au(0) nanoparticles (Checa et al. 2007; Reith et al. 2009; Johnston et al. 2013; Wiesemann et al. 2013, 2017). These Au nanoparticles exhibit a range of morphologies including triangular, spherical, hexagonal and octahedral crystals, and structures that are bacteriomorphic, sheet-like and wire-like. Primary Au particles often contain cores comprised of both Au and Ag; this Au-Ag alloy composition is indicative of the particles' (high temperature) origin. Accumulation of secondary Au structures on the outer surface of primary Au particles can lead to the formation of pure, i.e., >99 wt. %, Au rims (Reith et al. 2010, 2013; Shuster et al. 2015). The Au-enriched rims can range from a few micrometers to several hundred micrometers in thickness. Typically, they contain a nano- and micro-crystalline fabric and are attributed, in part,
to biogeochemical Au/Ag dissolution and Au re-precipitation processes that occurs under near-surface conditions (e.g., Fairbrother et al. 2012; Reith, Stewart and Wakelin 2012; Shuster et al. 2017a; Stewart et al. 2017). The extent to which these processes influence the formation of these rims depends on environmental conditions since accretionary and detrital processes can produce similar morphotypes (Groen, Craig and Rimstidt 1990; McCready, Parnell and Castro et al. 2003; Fairbrother et al. 2012; Reith, Stewart and Wakelin 2012; Craw and Lilly 2016; Stewart et al. 2017).

Biofilms are known to adapt when exposed to elevated concentrations of heavy metals (e.g., Golby et al. 2014; Koechler et al. 2015). In the context of metal resistance adaptation on a field scale, microbial communities within soils overlying Au-bearing deposits have been shown to have assemblages that are significantly different to that of communities from soils that are distal from deposits (Reith et al. 2012, 2015; Wakelin et al. 2012). Microbial communities above deposits were enriched in functional genes that enabled heavy metal detoxification; furthermore, the greater enrichment of these genes corresponded with Au deposits that experienced prolonged periods of weathering (Reith et al. 2012, 2015). Changes in biofilm compositions have also been observed on a localized scale, i.e., on Au particle surfaces. In the study by Rea et al. (2016), microorganisms directly occurring on the surface of Australian, New Zealand and Brazilian placer Au particles were classified into six functional groups based on a range of operational taxonomic units (OTUs). Group one includes organisms such as *Arthrobacter* spp. and *Staphylococcus* spp. that are important for Au particle surface conditioning, microbial attachment, and biofilm establishment. Group two taxa contribute to the production of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) and auto-aggregation, and include *Pseudomonas* spp., and *Rhodobacter* spp. Group three microbes affect nutrient cycling, i.e., C and N cycling, and include *Sphingobium* sp., *Corynebacterium* sp., and *Acidovorax* spp. Microorganisms capable of metabolizing complex and xenobiotic organics and toxins, e.g., *Acinetobacter* spp., *Burkholderia* spp., and *Phenylobacterium* spp.,
were assigned to group four. In group five, microorganisms capable of directly affecting Au biogeochemical cycling were identified. These include putative Au mobilizers, e.g., the sulfur-oxidizing bacterium Diaphorobacter sp. and Methylobacterium spp. Other species, such as Pseudomonas spp., C. metallidurans, D. acidovorans, Stenotrophomonas sp., and Achromobacter spp., have the ability to actively detoxify Au-complexes via biomineralization (Rea, Zammit and Reith 2016; Reith et al. 2018). Dispersal cells are formed by species that comprise group six, including Lysobacter spp. and Duganella spp.

Studies by Brugger et al. (2013) and Etschmann et al. (2016) have demonstrated a biogeochemical link between bacterial community composition from Au and Pt particles and the mobility of these metals in natural environments. However, a study assessing biofilm composition and development in relation to Au particle transformation has not yet been conducted and is the aim of this study. In doing so, this study uses Au particles to: (i) characterize secondary Au structures, (ii) evaluate the degree of Au particle transformation, (iii) determine the presence of biofilms, and (iv) analyze the phylogenetic composition and functional capabilities of biofilm communities.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Description of field sites and sampling

Primary Au deposits are widespread across the United Kingdom (UK) and Au mining activity predates Roman arrival on the British Isles. Peak exploitation of Au deposits occurred between ca. 1860 and 1910, where >3.5 t of Au was recovered (Colman 2010). Most primary deposits in the UK are hosted in Proterozoic to Permian aged rocks. Of the primary Au deposits, orogenic deposit-types are most abundant; however, porphyry, epithermal, and unconformity-related redox deposit-types also exist (Gunn and Styles 2002). Physical weathering of these primary deposits results in the formation of secondary deposits such as eluvial and alluvial placer deposits containing primary Au particles that have been...
transformed by a range of physical and (bio)geochemical processes (Fairbrother et al. 2012; Reith, Stewart and Wakelin 2012; Reith et al. 2013).

For this study, Au particles were collected from eight placer sites that were proximal, i.e., within 300 m, to primary deposits located in southern England and Scotland (Fig. S1; Colman 2010). Samples of Au particles were obtained using a field sterile method described by Reith et al. (2010) to minimize contamination and to preserve the integrity of the biofilm communities. See Table S1 for detailed descriptions of site location, deposit-style and environmental settings.

2.2. Electron microscopy and microanalyses

Samples were washed with sterile saline solution (0.9 wt. % NaCl) and placed in fixative (4 wt. % paraformaldehyde, 1.25 wt. % glutaraldehyde in PBS, 4 wt. % sucrose, pH 7.2) for at least 24 hours. These fixed Au particles were dehydrated using series of ethanol washes (70, 90 and 2 x 100 vol. %; 10 min each concentration), placed in 100 wt. % hexamethyldisilazane and air dried in the method described by Fratesi et al. (2004). The samples were carbon-coated and analyzed using a FEI Quanta™ 450 Field Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscope (FEG-SEM) with Energy Dispersive Spectrometers (EDS) (FEI, Netherlands). Images were taken in Secondary Electron (SE) and Backscattered Electron (BSE) modes using 5 kV and 20 kV, respectively. Selected Au particles were further analyzed using an FEI Helios NanoLab DualBeam Focus Ion Beam (FIB)-SEM (FEI, Netherlands). Surface features were characterized in SE and BSE mode using 2 and 20 kV, respectively. An ion beam of 20 kV and 9.7 pA was used for FIB-milling micrometer-size cross-sections made on the surface of Au particles. The FIB-SEM is equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXA) that was used to collect spectra/maps across
the particles surfaces and FIB-milled sections. Elements that were mapped included Au, Ag, Fe, C, N, O, Si, Ti, Al, Ga, Mg, Na, K and Pt.

A total of 28 Au particles were embedded in epoxy resin and polished with 1 µm-size diamond paste to make cross-sections of entire Au particles. These polished cross-sections were analyzed using a Cameca™ SXFive Electron Microprobe (EPMA), operating at 20 kV and 200 nA, (Cameca, France) was equipped with five wavelength dispersive X-Ray detectors. The Au particles were analyzed for the following elements with detection limits given in wt. %: Au (0.24 wt. %), Ag (0.09 wt. %), S (0.025 wt. %), Fe (0.06 wt. %) and Cu (0.11 wt. %). These elements were calibrated using chalcopyrite (Cu, Fe and S), telluride (Ag) and pure Au metal standards purchased from Astimex or P&H. The EPMA software produces a full quantitative pixel by pixel calculation by using the Mean Atomic Number background correction (Donovan and Tingle 1996) in CalcImage, and false colorization and formatting in Surfer10™ to produce net intensity, detection limit and totals image maps.

To estimate the extent of Au particle transformation, EMPA maps were analyzed using Image J v.1.50g (National Institutes of Health, USA; Abràmoff, Magalhães and Ram 2004; Rasband 2012). This analysis was performed by converting Au-Ag EMPA maps into binary images and calculating pixel by pixel ratios, i.e., a ratio of transformed secondary Au to untransformed primary Au. This transformation factor (TF) was calculated for each Au particle and the following TF stages were assigned: A (≤ 10%), B (11–20%), C (21–30%), D (31–40%). These four TF stages were used as a basis for the statistical analyses described below.
2.3. Biomolecular and statistical analyses

Additional Au particles were collected and used for microanalyses and DNA analyses. Biofilm communities from Au particles were assessed using nested 16S rRNA polymerase chain reaction (PCR) combined with next generation sequencing (NGS) using the Illumina MiSEQ platform – TruSeq SBS v.3 600 cycle using 300 bp paired end sequencing (Reith et al. 2010; Bissett et al. 2016). The universal primers 27F (Lane 1991) and 1492R (Osborn, Moore and Timmis 2000) were used for initial PCR amplification of 16s rRNA genes (Reith et al. 2010). Further amplification using primers 27F and 519R (Lane et al. 1985; Lane 1991) and sequencing at the Australian Genome Research Facility (AGRF, Melbourne, Australia) was performed. DNA amplifications were performed in an Applied Biosystems Veriti™ Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems, California, USA). Amplicons were checked in 1.5% agarose gel with Gel Red (Biotium Inc., Hayward, CA, USA) 1:10,000 (v/v) and run at a constant voltage of 80 V for 1 h. Procedures for sequencing, open OTU picking and assignment are detailed in Bissett et al. (2016). Briefly, sequence read quality was visually assessed using FastQC (Andrews 2010). Sequences were trimmed to remove poor quality bases and merged using FLASH (Magoč and Salzberg, 2011). Sequences <400 bp or containing N or homopolymer runs of >8 bp were removed (MOTHUR v1.34.1; Schloss et al. 2009). Remaining sequences were submitted to open reference (OTU) picking at 97 % sequence similarity using UPARSE (Edgar 2013) and OTU abundance tables constructed by mapping all reads to the OTUs (usearch_global, 97 %). Sequences were deposited in GenBank with accession numbers MG373505-MG373528.

Multivariate statistical analyses were conducted using the PRIMER-6 software package with the PERMANOVA+ add-on (Clarke and Warwick 2001; Anderson, Gorley and Clarke 2008). Similarity matrices were established on fourth root transformed abundance data using the Bray-Curtis method (Bray and Curtis 1957). PERMANOVA analyses were conducted using partial sums of squares on 9999 permutations of residuals under a full model. Non-metrical multidimensional scaling (nMDS) and canonical analysis of principal
coordinates (CAP) were used to assess the community differences between progressively transformed Au particles. Vector overlays, based on Pearson correlations, were used to explore relationships between significant individual variables and taxa and the ordination axes. CAP analyses were conducted based on the respective resemblance matrices with significance of test effects determined against null distributions based on 9999 permutations (random allocations) of samples. SIMPER analysis was used to assess groups/phyla that discriminate between transformation stages. Maximum-likelihood (1000 bootstrap replicates) phylogenetic trees were constructed using GENEIOUS 11.0.2 (Biomatters Ltd., New Zealand). Functional assignment of OTUs to the six groups representing the different stages of biofilm development was conducted based on the classification developed by Rea et al. (2016), wherein groupings are based on the dominant functional abilities of each organism.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Morphology and composition of Au particles and particle surfaces

All Au particles ranged from 0.1 to 2 mm in size (Fig. S1; Table S1) and demonstrated a range of morphologies including angular, hackly, slightly rounded, and wiry shapes. Some sites contained Au particles that were elongated and refolded (Fig. S1D–H; Table S1). The surface of Au particles demonstrated a range of articulation, e.g., rounded to sub-rounded, scratched and abraded surfaces, which can be attributed to physical processes of Au particles during transport from the primary source (Townley et al. 2003).

The surface of Au particles contained crevices (Fig. 1A) that contained polymorphic layers primarily composed of bacterial cells (Fig. 1B), EPS (Fig. 1C) and Fe-oxides, clays, silicate minerals inferred from EDS analysis (Fig. 1D). These polymorphic layers were more than 20 µm thick. In some regions, EPS appeared to be in direct contact with Au particle
surfaces (Fig. 1E). Individual prokaryotic cells appeared attached directly on the Au particle surface (Fig. 1F).

Evidence of biogeochemical transformations were common on all Au particles. This included features of irregular pitting on the Au particle surface and is attributed to Ag and Au dissolution (Fig. 2). These dissolution features were often in close proximity to secondary Au structures (Fig. 3A) as well as appearing embedded within Fe-oxides, clays, silicate minerals (Fig. 3B). Gold nanoparticles occurred as triangular, hexagonal and polygonal shapes (Fig. 3C). Aggregates of these Au nanoparticles and other secondary Au structures, i.e., bacteriform Au and crystals, appeared to form bridging-like structures that covered the Au particle surface (Fig. 3D). Regions of polymorphic layers contained abundant EPS and an abundance of aggregated Au nanoparticles as well as micrometer-size Au structures (Fig. 4A–D). These aggregates often formed sheet-like structures of secondary Au that covered the Au particle surface. These layers were composed of >99 wt. % Au, compared to the underlying primary Au-Ag alloys, which contain up to 30 wt. % Ag (Fig. 4E, F).

Microprobe analysis confirmed that Au particles contained Au-Ag alloy in the core and Au-rich rim on the outer edge of the Au particle. These rims were up to 100 µm in thickness and shows progressive transformation of a typical Au-Ag alloy (Fig. 5A) to Au-rich rim (99.9 wt. % Au) (Fig. 5). The extent of particle transformation that were assigned based on the binary image of the Au-Ag maps generally shows that Au particles from the same site displayed similar transformation stages. The assigned transformation for Au-particles from sampling location Ghanmain (GH), Ochill Hills (OHB/OHS), Mannock (MW) and Brownstone (BS) is TF group A, Snarwater (SN) is group B, Whympton (WY) and Glengonnar (GDO) is group C and Snails Cleuch Lammermuir Hills (LMH) is group D (Table S2).
3.2. Assessment of biofilm communities

The 16S rRNA gene was amplified to assess the composition of biofilm communities on the particles. More than 90% of Au particles were positive for target amplicons with greater than 2.3 million reads from 55 selected Au particles. Across all sites, 1610 different OTUs were detected, ranging from 85 at GH to 486 at LMH (Table S3). At the phylum level, Proteobacteria comprised the highest number of detected OTUs (39.9%; Fig. 6A) and more than half of the total sequence reads (59.3%; Fig. 6B). Within the Proteobacteria, β-Proteobacteria dominated with 270 OTUs and 29.6% of total reads. δ-Proteobacteria was numerous with 166 detected OTUs, which made up 11.0% of total reads; α- and γ-Proteobacteria with 124 and 104 detected OTUs, respectively, made up 3.2% and 7.6% of total reads and ε-Proteobacteria with 11 OTUs, made up of 7.6% of total reads (Fig. 6; Table S3). The phyla Acidobacteria and Bacteroidetes were also abundant with 246 and 255 OTUs, making up 7.9% and 9.9% of total reads, respectively. Other detected phyla included: Planctomycetes (7.9 and 3.0%, OTUs and reads), Verrucomicrobia (7.9 and 1.1%,) and 1.0–6.8% for Bacilli, Clostridia, Cyanobacteria, Nitrospirae and 22 other rarer phyla (Table S3).

Across all sites, six OTUs classified from three genera were detected on all particles; these were Rhodoferax spp., Geobacter spp. and Pseudomonas spp., respectively (Fig. 7A). Eighteen OTUs were detected on 70% of the site (Fig. 7A; Table S4). CAP analyses of Rhodoferax spp. and Geobacter spp., (Fig. 7B, C) in relation to transformation factors shows no significant grouping for Rhodoferax with transformation grade; with Geobacter spp. forming distinct clusters with transformation grade. Non-metric MDS ordination of community assemblages showed a wide variety of communities associated with grains from TF A sites, with more distinct clustering in TF C and D. PERMANOVA showed that community composition varied with site ($\sqrt{CV} = 33.77; P < 0.001$) and degree of transformation ($\sqrt{CV} = 21.92; P < 0.001$). CAP analyses of community data illustrates the significant links of bacterial communities from Au particles with the transformation stages and biofilm group classification ($P < 0.001$; Fig. 8). Based on their assigned biofilm groups, organism known as
surface colonizer under group one is *Terribacillus* sp., which also has highest reads on Au particles from UK. OTUs assigned to group two can produce abundant EPS such as *Aeromonas* sp. and *Arcobacter* sp. In group three are organisms known to take part in nutrient cycling including *Geothrix* sp., *Nitrospira* sp., and *Sulfuricurvum* sp. Organisms detected that can perform metabolic turnover of complex and xenobiotic organics and toxins under group 4 included *Flavobacterium* sp., *Paucibacter* sp., and *Polaromonas* sp. Group five contains organisms that are involved in heavy metal cycling and metal detoxification, such as *Geobacter* spp., *Leptothrix* sp., *Pseudomonas* spp., *Rhodoferax* spp. Organisms forming dispersal cells are included in group six, *e.g.*, *Lysobacter* sp. (Fig. 9).

4. DISCUSSION

The morphology and extent of transformation of Au particles in this study were similar to those observed on Au particles from different climatic environments from Australia, New Zealand, Finland and South America (Reith and McPhail 2006, 2007; Falconer and Craw 2009; Reith et al. 2010, 2018; Reith, Stewart and Wakelin 2012; Shuster et al. 2015, 2017; Craw and Lilly 2016). These features are the result of mechanical reshaping due to physical factors combined with bio(geo)chemical Au/Ag dissolution and re-precipitation processes occurring under surficial environmental conditions. The presence of polymorphic layers, composed of microbial cells, EPS, clays and other minerals, *e.g.*, Fe-oxides and sulfides, fosters the sorption, embedding and accumulation of Au nano- and micro-particles (Fig. 3B, C; Reith et al. 2010; Reith and Cornelis 2017). Aggregations and spongy-form overgrowths of Au nano- and micro-particles (Fig. 3D, 4), with their intricate shapes, have likely formed *in situ*, as they would not survive transport as reported in studies from New Zealand (Reith, Stewart and Wakelin 2012, 2018; Craw, Hesson and Kerr 2017). The presence of EPS, particularly around the spheroidal and chained Au precipitates (Fig 4A–C), supports the suggestion of a strong bio-organic influence on secondary Au formation,
accumulation and aggregation at the UK sites. Subsequently, nano- and micro-crystalline layers are formed, which are indicative of a link of active dissolution/re-precipitation processes and physical re-crystallization reactions on grain boundaries (Falconer and Craw 2009). Striated textures within concavities (Fig 4A) are possibly relics of Au-Ag dissolution associated with active sulfur cycling (Shuster et al. 2017b). Overall particle shapes, including rounding, folding and scratches are often the results of physical transport in a sedimentary placer environment.

Biofilms are a ubiquitous part of bacterial life and documented on many natural, biological and anthropogenic surfaces (Hall-Stoodley et al. 2004), including placer Au particles from Australia, New Zealand and South America, where commonly 10 to 30 OTUs have been reported to comprise the multispecies biofilms covering the Au particles (Reith et al. 2006, 2010; Shuster et al. 2015; Rea, Zammit and Reith 2016). Far higher numbers of OTUs ranging from 85 at GH to 486 at LMH on each site were detected on Au particles in this study. The difference in number of detected OTUs is likely a result of improved resolution of NGS compared to the older PCR-DGGE-Sanger-sequencing technique used in earlier studies. This is supported by the results of another study using NGS with Au particles from 10 adjacent sites from Finland where 519 different OTUs were detected on placer Au (Reith et al. 2018). The higher number of OTUs detected on UK vs. Finnish particles may be linked to the closer spatial relationship of the Finnish sampling sites, which were located within a radius of 50 km, compared to the more widely dispersed UK sites. However, they may also be linked to the presence of extracellular DNA (eDNA) associated with the abundant clay-organic material on the surface of UK Au particles. eDNA can represent a relevant fraction of total DNA, and thus a significant portion of the entire soil metagenome (Nielsen and Matz 2006; Carini et al. 2017). Particularly rich in eDNA are clay- and organic matter-rich materials from semi-aquatic environments (Ogram et al. 1988; Cai et al. 2006; Pietramellara et al. 2009), such as the polymorphic layers of grains collected from active fluvial placers in the UK. The polymorphic layers may serve as eDNA-sinks and thereby...
provide a record of organisms associated with Au particles throughout their transformation history, given that biofilms are continuously evolving. Indeed, throughout its development different organisms with diverse metabolic capabilities are recruited to multispecies biofilms, so the biofilm community can divide the functional traits amongst various groups of organisms (Alvarez et al. 1998; Cai, Huang and Zhang 2006; Harrison, Ceri and Turner 2007).

Studies of multispecies biofilms have shown that exposure to toxic heavy metals can negatively or positively affect the functional relationships within biofilm communities (Koechler et al. 2015). For example, multispecies biofilms grown from Canadian oil sands were highly resistant to toxic heavy metals, induced biomineralization of metals, and compositionally changed little after exposure to heavy metals compared to unstressed controls (Golby et al. 2014). This suggests that resistance to metals in biofilms is induced in the short term through activation of resistance mechanisms within the existing biofilm species and not by changes to their species composition. Studies of placer Au particles from Australia and Finland have shown that depending on the environmental conditions, transformation stages similar to those observed at UK samples can be achieved within decades to ten millennia of biogeochemical transformation under Earth surface conditions (Shuster et al. 2017a; Reith et al. 2018). Within these timeframes, which also may apply to highly transformed particles collected in the UK, changes to community compositions appear to occur. This is confirmed by the results of another Australian study, which showed that in soils formed from Aeolian sediments that had been transported less than 10 000 years ago to a position overlying a polymetallic deposit, microbial communities showed strong species-level differences compared to adjacent background soils (Reith et al. 2015).

The extensive library of detected organisms from present and/or past iterations of biofilms on the particles from the UK allows a more in-depth study of the link between progressive Au particle transformation, and the biofilm composition and functional capabilities, compared to earlier studies, where these links were implied based on the
presence of multi-metal resistant bacteria (Reith et al. 2006, 2010). Canonical analysis of principal coordinates has shown a significant link of community composition to the grade of secondary Au particle transformation at the UK sites (Fig. 8B). Gold particles that were TF stage A, i.e., ≤ 10% transformed, are likely at an early stage of recruitment which require microbial communities capable of establishing a biofilm that are increasingly resilient to metal toxicity from transforming particles, especially Au and Ag toxicity. Both metals are mobilized from the primary Au-Ag alloys of the particle core, but whereas Au is re-precipitated largely via biomineralization, Ag is lost to the environment, where it can form secondary Ag-containing minerals (Shuster et al. 2017b). To establish a biofilm, organisms from the immediate environment of the Au particle are recruited leading to communities that initially differ strongly between different sites, as shown in this study (Fig. 8A). Organisms linked to this stage of transformation are Arcobacter sp., and Sulfurospirillum sp. of group two and three, as well as Sulfuritalea spp., Leptothrix sp., and Dechloromonas spp., of group five respectively (Fig. 8C). Arcobacter sp., a Gram-negative ε-Proteobacteria, can set the framework of the biofilm community by hyperproduction of EPS to form polymeric bridges and promote flocculation (Mueller 2015). Polysaccharide-mediated aggregation of EPS and polymers, can increase water retention, water being essential to the growing biofilm (Hall-Stoodley et al. 2004). Sulfurospirillum sp., contribute to the S cycle and can produce H₂S, as ligand that can leach Au by formation of Au-complexes (Shuster and Southam 2015). Organisms strongly involved in S, P and N cycling are often less resistant to metal stress since microbial energy is primarily used for various enzymatic activities (Azarbad et al. 2016). Thus, we also expected recruitment of biofilm members that can reduce the stress occurring at an early transformation stage of Au particles. These can be achieved by members of the biofilm group five, Leptothrix sp., an Fe-oxidizing organism and Dechloromonas spp., a facultative anaerobe that uses a heavy metal efflux pump, which can strengthen the biofilm by horizontal gene transfer of inherent genes to other compatible members of the biofilm community (Hall-Stoodley et al. 2004; Harrison, Ceri and Turner 2007).
A more metal-resistant biofilm community evolves as the degree of Au transformation increases, and as a result biofilm communities become increasingly similar between sites (Fig. 8). This is likely due to an increase in metal toxicity from elevated concentration of mobilized Au and Ag and other pathfinders mobilized from the transforming primary Au particles and Au bearing minerals. Organisms belonging to the metallophilic group five linked to 21–30% transformation that will have the most profound effect on metal detoxification and Au-mobility are Pseudomonas spp., Fusibacter spp., Acinetobacter spp., Rubrivivax sp., as well as the exoelectrogens Rhodoferax spp., and Geobacter spp. Pseudomonas spp. are Gram-negative, ubiquitous, often heavy metal resistant γ-Proteobacteria, which have now been detected on Au-particles from the UK (this study), as well as Brazil and Australia, where they have been shown to dominate communities on particles from some sites (Rea, Zammit and Reith 2016). Pseudomonas spp., e.g., P. aeruginosa, P. putida and P. plecoglossicida, are known for their ability to form biofilms and be able to resist up to 600 times higher heavy metal concentrations compared to planktonic cells (Teitzel and Parsek 2003; Meliani and Bensoltane 2016). Gold accumulation in exopolymeric substances played a role in the detoxification of Au(III)-chloride by P. aeruginosa, which displayed a four times higher viability when grown as a biofilm compared to free planktonic cells when subjected to 0.1 mM Au(III)-chloride (Karthikeyan and Beveridge 2002). Pseudomonas spp. can produce metabolic products or chelating compounds to solubilize metals from clays and organic matter minerals (Mueller 2015).

Also detected on Au particles from all sites in the UK were members of the putative exoelectrogeneric genera Geobacter spp., and Rhodoferax spp., which can act as initial colonizers on metallic or solid substrates due to their innate affinity to metals (Dopson, Ni and Sleutels 2016). Geobacter spp., an anaerobic δ-Proteobacteria, can pass electrons from organic compounds and clays to Fe-oxides and metal surfaces using nanowires to release and harvest electrons (Richter et al. 2008). Rhodoferax spp., purple non-sulfur phototrophic β-Proteobacteria, can form persistent biofilm layers on surfaces and oxidize glucose to
produce electricity (Chaudhuri and Lovley 2003). Both exoelectrogenic genera, can use suitable mineral inclusions, biofilm biomass, and most likely Au surfaces to precipitate Au and perform electron “dumping” on the surface for use by other microorganisms (Lloyd et al. 2003; Richter et al. 2008). The process of electron “dumping” is mediated by cytochromes, Fe/S-proteins, by direct electron transfer via nanowires or indirect transfer using soluble redox shuttles such as humic acid or inorganic S and H2S (Reguera et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2014). Microbial-assisted production of electrons directly from organic matter and solid mineral surfaces is beneficial for the microorganisms to extract energy, remove recalcitrant compounds, and drive their microbial metabolism and possibly drive the metabolic activity of the whole biofilm community (Dopson, Ni and Sleutels 2016; Nevin et al. 2011). Electric signals produced by exoelectrogens mimics the quorum sensing molecule to communicate and attract other organisms (Humphries et al. 2017). The projected electrical signals attract distant cells of similar or an entirely unrelated species, to recruit into the growing biofilm community (Prindle et al. 2015; Humphries et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2017). Apparently, multi-layer biofilms can use this ‘electric potential’ to communicate more effectively; where inner cells can send electric signals to outer cells of the biofilm more efficiently than using quorum sensing molecules (Liu et al. 2017). This means that recruitment of several other microorganisms that form compounds which reacts with Au particles can be mediated by these exoelectrogens. For instance, recruitment of SRBs and SOBs, e.g. Sulfuricurvum sp., and Fusibacter spp., both linked to TF stage C, can produce derivatives of sulfur that contribute to Au mobility, as well as other metallophiles capable of Au detoxification via biomineralization. Copper-resistant organisms detected on Au particles from the UK, e.g., the facultative photoheterotrophic β-Proteobacteria Rubrivivax spp., may synergistically detoxify Cu-ions and Au-complexes to protect the general population present on the biofilm community (Azzouzi et al. 2013). Resistance to one specific metal may provide cross resistance or co-tolerance to other metals; the co-tolerance increases the resistance to one stressor as a result of an earlier exposure to a similar stressor, as recently shown for C. metallidurans CH34, an aurophillic aerobic β-Proteobacterium detected on Au particles from
Australia and Brazil. *Cupriavidus metallidurans* can reduce toxic Au(I/III)-complexes in the periplasm via synergistic co-utilization and regulation of Cu/Au resistance determinants by the metal chaperone CupC and the periplasmic Cu-oxidase CopA (Wiesemann et al. 2013, 2017; Zammit et al. 2016; Bütof et al. 2018).

However, biofilm mediated Au transformation may not occur effectively without the ‘helpers’ in the biofilm community other than those under groups two, three and four. These organisms keep the biofilm community functioning and are protected from metal toxicity through the activity of the group five organisms, which can detoxify heavy metals. In UK samples these organisms include putative primary colonizers (group one), like the Gram-positive bacterium *Terribacillus* sp. Gram-positive bacteria can easily overcome the negatively charged surface of Au-particles and associated clay-like minerals (Paget, Monrozier and Simonet 1992; Rea, Zammit and Reith 2016). This is supported by the strong link of diverse organisms to Au particles that were > 20% transformed, which include biofilm group two *Aeromonas* sp., group three *Massilia* sp., and *Sulfuricurvum* sp., group four *Herminiimonas* sp., and *Polaromonas* sp. Organisms that can produce and recycle biomass in the biofilm under group four includes *Herminiimonas* sp. and *Polaromonas* spp., also reported from a Finnish site, these are more resistant and resilient to environmental stressors because of functional redundancy. This means that the stress response is not focused in these organisms because other microorganisms previously recruited in the biofilm can share a similar function (Azarbad et al. 2016). When biofilms have reached the maximum carrying capacity, it requires the release of cells to decrease microbial load. The killing kinetics of microbial populations may be related to specific cell types that can withstand the action of metal toxicity such as those of persister cells that can form exponentially to mediate time-dependent tolerance to metal cations and oxyanions (Harrison, Ceri and Turner 2007). In addition, dead cells interspersed with live cells are chemically reactive biomasses that bioabsorb and drive metal precipitation or chelation, preventing the ions from interfering in sensitive metabolic processes (Hall-Stoodley et al.
The formation of this dispersal and dead cells, to decrease microbial load and release particles, is regulated by group six organisms, such as *Lysobacter* sp., present on 70% of the Au-particles and also detected in Australian Au-particles. The dead and dispersal cells further increase mobility of Au and trace metals as they detach from the biofilm community.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we show that a highly diverse biofilm community with a wide-range of metabolic capabilities is present on Au particles from placer deposits in the United Kingdom. Furthermore, all particles were associated with a variety of secondary Au morphotypes likely resulting from the biomineralization of Au by resident taxa. These taxa may be able to reductively precipitate toxic mobile Au complexes as well as act as exoelectrogens which dump excess electrons on Au surfaces, whereas other members produce metabolic products, chelating compounds to solubilize metals and mobilize Au embedded in clay-like minerals. Others can exhibit co-tolerance by co-utilization and regulation of Cu-Au resistance, similar to the widely reported aurophilic Proteobacterium *C. metallidurans*. Overall, this is the first study to confirm a link between the composition and functional abilities of biofilm communities and the transformation stages of Au particles. Community assemblages recruited to the biofilm are initially different between sites and evolve to increasingly similar communities of metal-resistant members as the degree of Au transformation increases. This is likely due to increasing the load of toxic mobile Au and Ag experienced by communities during biogeochemical transformation.
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Figure 1  Electron micrographs of polymorphic layers on Au particle surfaces. (A) A Backscattered Electron (BSE) micrograph of a representative Au particle containing crevices filled with polymorphic layer. (B–F) Secondary Electron (SE) micrographs of remnant cells and EPS. (D) A representative spectrum of the elemental composition of Fe-oxide and silicate minerals. (E, F) SE micrograph of EPS and microbial cells in direct contact with the Au surface.
Figure 2  

(A) A BSE micrograph of a Au particle surface. The pitted surface represents initial stages of Au/Ag dissolution.  

(B-D) BSE micrographs demonstrating progressive Au/Ag dissolution of Au particle surfaces leading to more irregular-size pitting and increased roughness of the Au particle surface; during this process Au and Ag are mobilized and released into the environment.
Figure 3  (A, B) BSE micrographs of Au nanoparticles in close association with Au/Ag dissolution features and embedded within clay minerals, respectively. (C and inset) BSE micrographs of Au nanoparticles associated with polymorphic layer. These Au nanoparticles appeared triangular, hexagonal and polygonal in shape. (D) A BSE micrograph of aggregated Au nanoparticles covering the surface of a primary Au particle.
Figure 4  Micrographs of Au nano and µ-crystals (A–C) SE micrographs of Au nanoparticles and other secondary Au structure in close association with EPS. (D) An SE micrograph of a FIB-milled cross-section showing Au aggregates of Au nanoparticles covered by a polymorphic layer. (E, F) An SE
micrograph of a FIB-milled cross-section demonstrating a Au-enriched structure on the surface of a primary Au-Ag particle. This structure contains a nano-crystalline fabric.

Figure 5  A series of representative EMPA maps of cross sections through Au particles demonstrating progressive transformation of Au particles. Au is represented by the color red while Ag represented by the color green. (A) A Au particle from TF stage A (i.e., ≤10 % transformation), (B) A Au particle from TF stage B (i.e., 11-20% transformation), (C) A Au particle from TF stage C (i.e., 21-
Figure 6  Composition of bacterial communities from Au particles. Distribution of dominant bacterial phyla/classes based on (A) number of OTUs (1610) and (B) OTU reads (>2.3 million). Note: classes are shown for Proteobacteria and Firmicutes.
Figure 7  (A) A neighbour-joining phylogenetic tree of representative 16S rRNA sequences taxa present on particles from 70 % of the sites. Percentages of 1000 bootstrap values < 70 % are not shown. Methanobrevibacter smithii was used as the out-group. The first two canonical axes produced by CAP analyses of (B) OTUs in the genus *Rhodoferax* and (C) *Geobacter* taxa.
analysed for differences in community assemblages in relation to the grade of transformation (TF A to TF D).

**Figure 8**  (A) A non-metric, multidimensional scaling plot displaying increasing similarities of microbial communities with increasing transformation grade. (B,
The first two canonical axes produced by CAP analyses based on individual taxa analysed for differences in community assemblages in relation to the grade of transformation (TF A to TF D); vectors of Pearson’s correlations (B) of assigned biofilm groups 1–6 and (C) of taxa with highest % contribution based on SIMPER analysis overlain.

![Schematic model and putative functional traits of biofilms on Au-particles from the United Kingdom](https://academic.oup.com/femsec/advance-article-abstract/doi/10.1093/femsec/fiy080/4992300)

**Figure 9** Schematic model and putative functional traits of biofilms on Au-particles from the United Kingdom (modified after Rea, Zammit and Reith 2016): (1) conditioning of surfaces to their attachment; (2) the recruitment of photo- and heterotrophic bacteria; (3–4) the proliferation and growth of the biofilm community including heterotrophic species; (5) the mobilization, detoxification, re-precipitation and utilization of Au by metallophilic species; and (6) the seeding of dispersal cells with release of nano-particle and Au complexes. Functional assignment of OTUs to the six groups are listed in their corresponding columns.